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Letter to the Editor 
This letter is to make a few comments on some recent papers on genus 
field and a review of one of them. In [S], Zhang tried to correct paper [l] 
and give a counterexample. His paper is the result of a review of Masuda 
[4] on paper [ 11. In Theorem 1 of [ 11, the author mistook an abelian 
field of degree ep* with conductor p J+ to always be cyclic although it is well 
known that an abelian field with a conductor of a power of 2 and a degree 
divisible by 4 is not cyclic. An example implicit in [ 1 ] is Q(J’7T, a). So, 
this oversight has nothing to do with the correctness or otherwise of the 
proof of the theorem. And in this way, the review [4] is not very helpful; 
nor is a counterexample really warranted. Apparently, neither Masuda nor 
Zhang had gone through the proof of the theorem and noticed the real 
fault of the paper-the proof by induction was incomplete and the proof 
was imperfect when p = 2, although the error in the final statement was not 
so significant. The author subsequently corrected [ 1 ] through [2], except 
the nonuniqueness of Q”’ of conductor 8. His aim in [ 11 was to give a 
concrete description of the narrow genus field rather than an ideal theoretic 
characterization. He achieved this also in [3] using Hilbert ramification 
groups (see Remark 3 of [ 11). Zhang [S] states that when p = 2, QtJ” is 
not unique and so one has to resort to the description in terms of idele 
groups. This statement is not quite correct as Q2’ with given conductor 2”’ 
is unique except when pr = 3 and the degree of Sz”’ is 2. If Zhang had 
realized this, he could have given an alternate proof to Theorem 1 in [ 1 ] 
with an appropriate title instead of the present title, which, after the 
publication of papers [2, 31, “seems rather odd.” 
Page 489, lines 29934 in [I] should be corrected such that there is a 
possibility for NU,, to be a set E3 containing elements E 1 or 3 mod 8 and 
it is easy to show that in this case the narrow genus field contains 
Q(G), arguing as in Case (iii), page 493 of [ 11. 
Theorem 4 in [l] should be corrected such that the congruence 
associated with F2 with conductor 8 is 1.3 mod 8 or I,7 mod 8 depending 
on whether 3 is a 2-adic norm or not. 
The corrected version of Theorem 1 of [ I] or Theorem 2 of [3] is: 
The narrow genus field K of any number field k is kQt2’ IIP Q2’“‘, where 
L?(P) is the unique cyclic field of degree e,* for each ramified odd prime p, ef 
denotes the GCF of (UP: NU,,), p, are k-primes ouer p, UP and UPS are local 
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unit groups, N denotes the local norm and 52”) = CD($), Q(G) or 
Q([pz) according as elements = 1 and 7 mod 8, 1 and 3 mod 8 or 1 mod 2”’ 
constitute the group qf 2-adic unit norms where [$’ denotes a primitive 2*‘th 
root qf unit?,. 
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